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Abstract

Bringing clusters of computers into the mainstream as general-purpose computing systems requires that better facilities for transparent remote execution of parallel and sequential applications be developed. While much research has been done in this area, most of this work remains inaccessible for clusters built using contemporary hardware and operating systems. Implementations are either too old and/or not publicly available, require use of operating systems which are not supported by modern hardware, or simply do not meet the functional requirements demanded by practical use in real world settings. To address these issues, we designed REXEC, a decentralized, secure remote execution facility. It provides high availability, scalability, transparent remote execution, dynamic cluster configuration, decoupled node discovery and selection, a well-defined failure and cleanup model, parallel and distributed program support, and strong authentication and encryption. The system is implemented and is currently installed and in use on a 32-node cluster of 2-way SMPs running the Linux 2.2.5 operating system.

1 Introduction

With current technology trends, clusters of computers [2, 5, 7, 22] are becoming an increasingly popular design point for building scalable, high-performance computing systems. One of the key issues in the design of such systems is how users discover, select, and transparently access resources on the cluster to run their applications. To address this issue, clusters today often rely on fragile remote execution systems that are built using standard point-to-point facilities such as rsh, which do not provide transparent remote execution. As a result, robustness, management complexity, usability, and performance of these systems often suffer. To push clusters into the mainstream as general-purpose computing systems, better environments are needed for transparent remote execution of parallel and sequential applications.

Transparent remote execution systems for clusters have been explored numerous times in the past in a variety of forms. User-level approaches [4, 11, 13, 14, 18, 30], modification to existing operating systems [1, 3, 15, 23, 24], and entirely new distributed operating systems [20, 25, 27, 29] have all been implemented. Unfortunately, while considerable experience has been gained from these efforts, most of this work remains inaccessible to modern clusters built using off-the-shelf hardware and contemporary operating systems. Implementations are either too old and/or not publicly available, require use of operating systems which are not supported by modern hardware, or simply do not meet the functional requirements demanded by practical use in real world settings.

We have designed and implemented a new remote execution environment called REXEC to address these issues. Building on previous work in remote execution and practical experience with the Berkeley NOW and Millennium clusters, REXEC provides the following features: decentralized control, transparent remote execution, dynamic cluster membership, decoupled node discovery and selection, a well-defined error and cleanup model, support for sequential programs as well as parallel and distributed programs, and user authentication and encryption. It takes advantage of modern systems technologies such as IP multicast and mature OS support for threads to simplify its design and implementation. The system is implemented almost entirely at user-level with small modifications to the Linux 2.2.5 kernel. It is currently installed and in use on a 32-node cluster of 2-way SMPs as part of the UC Berkeley Millennium Project.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state our design goals and assumptions for the REXEC system. In Section 3, we describe the REXEC system architecture and our implementation on a 32-node cluster of 2-way SMPs running the Linux operating system. In Section 4, we discuss three examples of how REXEC has been applied to provide remote execution facilities to applications. In Section 5, we discuss related work. In Section 6, we conclude the paper.

1 Our REXEC system has no relation to the 4.2 BSD rexec function, nor does it have any relation to the rexec command used in the Butler [18] system or the rexec function in NEST [1].
2 Design Goals and Assumptions

In this section, we describe our design goals and the assumptions made in designing REXEC. Our design goals are based on several years of practical experience as users of the Berkeley NOW cluster, a thorough examination of previous systems work in remote execution, and a desire to combine and extend key features in each of the systems into a single remote execution environment. Our assumptions are typical of remote execution systems and not overly restricting or extensive. Modern clusters built using off-the-shelf hardware and contemporary operating systems are easily configured to satisfy these assumptions.

2.1 Goals

High availability. The system should be highly available and provide graceful degradation of service in the presence of failures. There should be no single point of failure in the remote execution system, nor should there be any artificial dependencies between a failure in one part of the remote execution system and a perfectly functional node (e.g., by having a centralized system coordinator). Any node that is functional and running the REXEC system software should be available to run applications through the REXEC system.

Scalability. Performance of the remote execution system should scale as the size of the system grows. More specifically, as more nodes are added and more applications are run on the system, remote execution overhead should scale gracefully.

Transparent remote execution. Execution on remote nodes should be as transparent as possible, given the implementation approach (e.g., kernel-level implementations can achieve greater transparency than user-level implementations). At a minimum, signals, stdin, stdout, stderr, and the user’s local environment (current working directory, user ID, group ID, environment variables) should be propagated. In addition, local job control should be applicable for controlling remote jobs. An implementation of this core set of features provides sufficient transparency for a large number of applications. File access is another important issue and is discussed later in this section.

Minimal use of static configuration files. The remote execution system should rely on as few static configuration files as possible. In particular, static files related to cluster configuration should be avoided. In our experience, node membership in a large cluster tends to change over time as machines are added, removed, crash, get brought down, rebooted, and so forth. Having to manually update configuration files every time a change occurs is error-prone and inefficient. The configuration of the cluster should be discovered dynamically.

Decoupled discovery and selection. The process of discovering which nodes are in the cluster and what their state is should be separated from the selection of which nodes to run an application on. This gives users flexibility to apply their own criteria to select which nodes are best suited for running their applications. For example, one user might want to select the nodes with the lowest CPU utilization, another might want to select nodes based on physical memory available, and yet another might want to run on a specific set of nodes.

Well-defined failure and cleanup models. The system should provide well-defined models for failure and cleanup. Remote processes controlled through a local point of control introduce new failure modes (e.g., network connection failure from a local proxy process to a remote process). Remotely controlled parallel or distributed processes add additional failure modes (e.g., one process in a process program crashes). In addition, there are practical issues as well that arise due to user-level implementations (e.g., cleanup for remote processes that fork, child processes whose parents may exit causing the child to be inherited by init, etc.). A user-level remote execution system that supports parallel jobs should extend the failure and cleanup model of local sequential execution to account for these differences.

Parallel and distributed program support. The remote execution environment should provide a minimal set of hooks that allow parallel and distributed runtime environments to be built. For example, when running a parallel program, each remote process in the program often needs to know how many processes comprise the program, that process’s rank in an ordering of those processes, and information which can be used to resolve network addresses of those processes so communication can be established.

Security. The system should provide user authentication and encryption of all communication. For clusters that are unprotected by firewalls, strong authentication prevents outside attackers from launching brute-force attacks on weak security or reverse engineering and exploiting schemes that rely on security by obscurity (e.g., GLUnix authentication was based simply on the UID passed from the client process to the master). For internal attackers, encryption prevents
users from snooping the network to discover passwords, an increasingly common occurrence in large public institutions.

2.2 Assumptions

Uniform file pathnames. We assume that all shared files are accessible on all nodes using the same pathnames. We also assume that most local files on each node are also accessible under the same pathnames (e.g., /bin/ls). Most clusters today are built using off-the-shelf hardware and run either a free operating system such as Linux or a commercial operating system like Solaris. The majority of these systems do not support a completely transparent shared filesystem such as the ones used in Sprite [20] and Solaris MC [15, 24]. Instead, each node tends to use private, local filesystems and some number of network file systems which are attached at common mount points on all nodes of the cluster. Our cluster, which uses Linux and NFS as our network file system, has this configuration.

All nodes run the same OS with compatible software configurations. We assume all nodes in the cluster run compatible versions of the operating system and have compatible software configurations. Compatible versions means that application binaries are supported on different versions of the operating system (e.g., Linux 2.2.5 versus Linux 2.2.10). Compatible software configurations means that all the necessary support for applications is available for applications. Having the same version of the operating system is not sufficient. (For example, applications may require use of certain shared libraries.) We do not attempt to address heterogeneity issues that meta-computing systems [9, 12] or systems like PVM [26] attempt to address. In our system, all nodes run the same, slightly modified version of the Linux 2.2.5 operating system under the same configuration (identical RPMs installed, same mount points for NFS filesystems, etc.).

Common user ID/account database. We assume each user has a unique user ID and an account which is the same on all the nodes in the cluster. This is implemented by having all nodes in the cluster use the same NIS domain. Assuming unique user IDs and accounts on all cluster nodes is a reasonable assumption for a system on the scale of a machine room, building, or campus. Again, we do not attempt to address the heterogeneity and cross administrative domain issues of wide area meta-computing systems. Requiring a user account on all the cluster nodes is not terribly restrictive and can be implemented fairly easily on the class of systems we address. Furthermore, it does not necessarily preclude a user without an account from accessing resources on the cluster. Access to the cluster could, for example, be made available through well-defined services for popular applications whose server-side implementations run using a real user account. Alternatively, with proper security, guest accounts could even be offered.

3 System Architecture

To address the issues in Section 2, we have built REXEC, a decentralized, secure remote execution environment for clusters of computers. The system consists of three main programs: rexed, a daemon which runs on each cluster node; rexec, a client program that users run to execute jobs using REXEC; and vexed, a replicated daemon which provides node discovery and selection services (Figure 1). Users run jobs using the rexec client. The client performs two functions: (i) selection of nodes based on user preferences (e.g., lowest CPU load) and (ii) remote execution of the user’s application on those nodes through direct SSL/TCP connections to node rexed daemons. The system is currently installed and running on a 32-node cluster of 2-way Dell Poweredge 2300 SMPs running a modified version of the Linux 2.2.5 operating system as part of the Berkeley Millennium Project. In this section, we provide details on the key features of REXEC and show how these features address our design goals.

3.1 Decentralized Control

REXEC uses decentralized control to allow for graceful scaling of system overhead as more cluster nodes are added and the number of applications being run increases. Upon selecting a set of remote nodes to run on, the rexec client opens TCP connections to each of the nodes and executes the remote execution protocol with rexed daemons directly. These direct client to daemon connections allow the work (e.g., forwarding to stdin, stdout, and stderr, networking and process resources, etc.) of managing the remote execution to be distributed between the rexec client and the rexed daemons. With a large number of nodes, having a centralized entity act as intermediary between users and cluster nodes can easily become a bottleneck as single node resources become an issue (e.g., kernel limitations on # of sockets). Our scheme avoids this problem by distributing this work.

In addition to scalability, a decentralized design by definition avoids single points of failure. By freeing users from depending on intermediate entities to access the nodes they need to run their programs, we ensure that any functional node in the system which is reachable over the network and running an rexed daemon can always be used to run user
Figure 1: Overall organization of the REXEC remote execution environment. The system consists of three main programs: 
*rexecd*, a daemon which runs on each cluster node; *rexe*, a client program that users run to execute jobs using REXEC; and *vexecd*, a replicated daemon which provides node discovery and selection services. Users run jobs in REXEC using the rexec client which performs two functions: (i) selection of which nodes to run on based on user preferences and (ii) remote execution of the user’s application on those nodes through direct SSL/TCP connections to the node rexed daemons. In this example, there are four nodes in the system: node1, node2, node3, and node4 and two instances of vexecd, each of which implements a lowest CPU load policy. A user wishes to run a program called indexer on the two nodes with the lowest CPU load. Contacting a vexecd daemon, rexec obtains the names of the two machines with the lowest CPU load, node1 and node2. rexec then establishes SSL/TCP connections directly to those nodes to run indexer on them.
applications. REXEC can have any number of “front end” machines. This is in contrast to previous systems such as GLUnix [11] and SCore-D [13], which use a centralized entity as the intermediary between clients and the cluster. In GLUnix, when the master crashes, all 115 nodes of the Berkeley NOW cluster become unavailable for running programs through the GLUnix system. In practice, centralized entities with no backup or failover capabilities can decrease system availability significantly.

### 3.2 Transparent Remote Execution

REXEC provides transparent remote execution which allows processes running on remote nodes to execute and be controlled as if they were running locally. REXEC uses four mechanisms to accomplish this: (i) propagation and recreation of the user’s local environment on remote nodes, (ii), forwarding of local signals to remote processes, (iii) forwarding of stdin, stdout, and stderr between the rexec client and remote processes and (iv) local job control to control remote processes.

To propagate and recreate the user’s local environment on each remote node, the rexec client packages up the user’s local environment including the user’s current working directory, environment variables, user ID, group ID, program to execute, and its command line arguments. Then, as part of the remote execution protocol, it sends this information to each rexed on each node that has been selected to run the user’s application. Upon receiving a new connection request from an rexec client, each rexed spawns a new client thread to manage that particular rexec instance (Figure 2). Before forking and executing the user’s program, this thread, along with other things, unpackages the user’s local environment and recreates it using standard C library functions (e.g., chdir, setenv, setuid). Each remotely forked process will then execute with the same local environment as the machine where the rexec client is running.

Second, REXEC forwards locally delivered signals to each remote process. REXEC does not implement a true global PID space. Instead, to send a signal to all remote processes in an application, users send the signal to the local rexec client. The rexec client acts as proxy to all remote processes. Upon receiving a signal, the rexec client forwards that signal to an rexed on each node the application is running on. That thread is responsible solely for forwarding signals and stdin received from an rexec client instance to its corresponding remote process. REXEC currently forwards most of the 30 or so Unix signals supported in Linux. SIGUSR1 and SIGUSR2 are used by the pthreads library and so those cannot be caught without breaking it. SIGINT and SIGTSTP, which are related to job control, are handled differently as discussed later. Finally, because REXEC is a user-level implementation, SIGKILL (if the rexec clients crashes, the same effect is achieved through REXEC’s error detection and cleanup mechanisms as discussed later) and SIGSTOP on the rexec client cannot be caught.

Third, REXEC forwards stdin from the rexec client to remote processes and forwards stdout and stderr from remote processes to the rexec client. For stdin, there is an additional thread in rexec that is responsible solely for forwarding stdin to remote processes. (stdin is broadcast to all remote processes.) On the remote side, the signals and stdin forwarding thread receives stdin messages and forwards them to remote processes through a Unix pipe. For stdout, rexed has per-rexed stdin and stderr threads which use Unix pipes to read output from the remote process and forward this data back to the rexec client.

Fourth, REXEC allow users to use standard job control to control remote processes in their applications. Just as we use the rexec client as a proxy to deliver signals, so we use it as a proxy which can be used to control remote processes through job control. More specifically, REXEC supports C-c, C-z, fg, and bg commands from the shell to deliver SIGINT, SIGTSTP, and SIGCONT signals. Because REXEC is implemented mainly at user-level, job control and the delivery of the appropriate signals sometimes requires approximating the desired effect. For example, typing C-z to a local process delivers SIGTSTP to the process which suspends execution of that process. Delivering SIGTSTP to a remote process, however, is not meaningful since that process is not attached to a terminal. Thus, for SIGTSTP (C-z) and SIGINT (C-c), rexec catches these signals and delivers SIGSTOP and SIGKILL respectively.

### 3.3 Dynamic Cluster Membership

REXEC uses a dynamic cluster membership service that avoids use of static configuration files. In our experience with large clusters of computers, we have found that over time the set of nodes in the cluster that are available to perform useful work varies for a number of reasons. Adding nodes, removing nodes, bringing machines down, rebooting machines, and so forth are fairly common events in our system. Thus, rather than use static configuration files to define

---

2Note that due to the way stdout is buffered, applications that run on REXEC must use fflush statements if they want stdout to be written immediately to the stdout pipe so stdout is displayed immediately on the user’s terminal.
Figure 2: Internal thread structure and data flows for rexec and rexed. rexec consists of a stdin thread for forwarding of stdin, a signals thread for forwarding of signals, and one node thread per node for managing remote process execution including printing remotely forwarded stdout and stderr to the user’s local terminal, receiving heartbeat packets (and rexec client monitoring of the SSL/TCP connection), and receiving the exit status of the remote process. (In this example, rexec is running ‘/bin/ls -l’ on a single node so there is only one node thread.) rexed consists of a main thread which creates new threads for new rexec clients and maintains a list of running jobs, an announce thread for sending multicast state announcements, and a collection of per-rexec-client threads. These per-rexec-client threads include a main rexec thread for the client, the user process forked and execed by the main rexec thread, a stdin/signals thread for forwarding stdin/signals from rexec to the user process, stdout and stderr threads for forwarding stdout and stderr from the user process to rexec, and a heartbeat thread for sending of periodic heartbeat packets to detect failures in the SSL/TCP connection between rexec and rexed.
the set of nodes in the cluster we use a dynamic cluster membership service that discovers nodes as they join and leave the cluster.

This cluster membership service is built around a well-known cluster multicast address which is used to communicate various information. By using a well-known multicast address, processes on different nodes can communicate with interested receivers without explicitly naming them. Senders who wish to send some information simply send it on the multicast address with a unique message type. Interested parties can elect to receive and interpret information of interest by examining incoming message types. If necessary, processes can even use the multicast channel to bootstrap point-to-point connections (e.g., by sending a multicast request for a server’s point-to-point address). The Information Bus [19], an architecture for publish/subscribe services, uses a similar but more general model.

To implement the cluster membership service, we first needed a way for nodes to be added to the cluster membership when they are available and to be deleted from the cluster membership when they are unavailable. To do this, the rexec daemon multicast announcement packets which include the IP address of the node (a TCP port could be included as well but currently rexec daemons listen on a well-known port) along with other configuration information (e.g., number of CPUs) and state information (e.g., number of jobs REXEC is controlling, load, etc.). These announcement packets are sent periodically (once every minute) and also whenever a significant change in state observed by rexec occurs. Currently, the state changes we send announcements for are job arrivals and job departures.

We maintain approximate membership of the cluster by using the reception of an announcement packet as a sign that a node is available and the non-reception of an announcement over a small multiple of the periodic announcement interval as a sign that a node is unavailable. The membership is approximate because information is necessarily delayed and because we are using unreliable UDP/IP multicast as our transport protocol. Using the announcement packets, we use replicated vexecd daemons to discover and maintain the node membership in the cluster by caching and timing out node announcement information. Unlike V [25, 27], which used a similar multicast-based protocol for transmitted load information, we use separate daemons to maintain the membership and load information as opposed to having every node in the cluster do so. Our primary reason for doing this is to avoid context switches on cluster nodes that are running user applications. If each rexec received all multicast packets, then rexec would need be scheduled to handle the receiving of these packets.

3.4 Decoupled Discovery and Selection

REXEC decouples node discovery from the selection of which nodes an application should run on. As discussed in the previous section, replicated vexecd daemons are responsible for discovering and maintaining the node membership of the cluster. Within one state announcement period, a new vexecd discovers the entire instantaneous membership of the cluster. With multiple vexecd daemons keeping track of all the nodes, their configuration, and state, a selection policy is simply a mapping that applies some criteria to that list of available hosts and returns a set of hosts.

Because users may have different criteria in how they want nodes to be selected for their applications, discovery and selection are decoupled. The vexecd daemons which do discovery can implement any number of selection policies. The idea with vexecds implementing selection services as well is that we envision that most users will probably choose from a small set of policies in deciding where to run their applications. In a community composed largely of scientific computing users, for example, lowest CPU load may be the most common criteria.

vexecds in our system precompute and cache orderings on the list of available nodes so clients can quickly obtain the results of common selection policies. Under most circumstances, users will contact prewritten vexecd daemons asking for the n “best” nodes, where best is defined according to some selection criteria. The vexecds simply return the top n nodes on their ordered list, which is recomputed each time a state change occurs with adjustments. vexecds are free to implement policies with more complexity as well (e.g., return n nodes with lowest average CPU load over last three days). Users are also free to implement their own selection policies (e.g., by writing their own vexecd). As anyone is able to receive CPU state announcement messages from reexecs, such an implementation would simply need to listen on the cluster IP multicast address, receive announcement messages, and apply a policy.

Since users will want to use vexecds based on the selection policies the vexecds implement, the discovery of vexecd daemons and use of their services cannot be completely transparent. More information is needed from the user either in the form of a list of suitable vexecd servers or a criteria which is expressed in a way that the system can automatically discover which vexecd daemons implement that criteria. Currently, we take the former approach. Users specify a list of suitable vexecd daemons using an environment variable (VEXEC_SVRS, a space-delimited list of hostnames where vexecd daemons run). The rexec client, upon seeing a non-null VEXEC_SVRS, will try each daemon in turn until it succeeds or exhausts the list.

Discovery of the hostnames of the machines that implement suitable vexecd daemons can be done through out-of-
band means (e.g., a system administrator uses a web page to post a list of hostnames that are designated to run vexecds with certain policies) or it can be done semi-automatically. We offer both approaches. The former is self-explanatory. The latter involves using the cluster IP multicast channel to multicast to all vexec daemon in the system asking them what selection policy they implement. Each vexec, upon receiving a such a request, returns a string that provides a textual description of its policy which the user can then use to construct a suitable list for setting the VEXEC_SVRS environment variable.

3.5 Error and Cleanup Model

REXEC provides a well-defined error handling and cleanup model for applications. If an error occurs on the rexec client, in any of the remote processes, or on any of the TCP connections between the rexec client and any of the remote rexecd daemons, the entire application exits, all resources are reclaimed, and a textual error message is printed to the user. A common shortcoming in many previous remote execution systems, especially those that support parallel execution, is lack of a precise error and cleanup model and insufficient implementations of remote cleanup. Just as point-to-point facilities such as ssh often fail to perform appropriate cleanup (e.g., local C-c on the client does not always kill the remote process), so many user-level remote execution environments also fail to properly relinquish resources on remote nodes. REXEC addresses this by defining a model, addressing the new failure modes associated with remote execution and parallel and distributed programs, and providing a robust implementation.

Transparent remote execution on a cluster and support for parallel and distributed applications introduces new failure modes in the execution of user applications. With remote process control being mediated through use of a local proxy, the rexec client, there are two obvious new modes of failure. First, the rexec client can fail and second the network connection between the rexec client and a remote rexecd can fail. Because the rexec client serves as the point of control for the user and logically represents the remote process(es) itself, we interpret failure of the rexec client as failure of the application and thus we cleanup. When the network connection from rexec to the rexecd fails, this prevents the user from controlling the remote process and thus we view this as a failure as well.

Support for parallel and distributed programs introduces yet another failure mode: individual failure of processes in the program. Here, we take the position that if any process in the program fails, the entire application is aborted. The rationale behind this is that for all but the most trivially parallelizable and distributed programs, there will be communication between processes and thus failure of one process usually means failure of the entire application. Of course, this will not be the case for every parallel or distributed program but we feel it is a reasonable model to present to users for a large class of programs.

In general, there are many potential error and cleanup models the system could support. However, only a handful of them make practical sense to real applications. For example, another useful failure model which we are considering supporting but currently do not implement is the model where all processes are completely decoupled and we leave it up to the application to deal with failures. Such a model might be appropriate, for example, for a parallel application with its own error detection and the ability to grow and shrink based on resource availability and faults.

The implementation of the error and cleanup model is done mainly at user-level but also involves some small kernel modifications. At user-level, we need to monitor remote process failures locally on remote nodes and we need to monitor network failures. To determine whether a process failed, we have a thread in rexecd per remote process on that rexecd which captures the return code returned from the process. Examining the return code, this thread then performs a check to see if the process exited normally or abnormally. If it exited with an abnormal exit code, we interpret this as an error.

To determine whether a network connection has failed or not, we rely on system call error codes returned from network related system calls. In cases where processes fail but the machine’s operating system is still functioning properly, network errors are detected quickly due to the OS’s implementation of the TCP protocol. However, to ensure timely detection of network failures in cases where data is not sent for long periods of time (e.g., compute bound jobs) and a machine crashes, we use a heartbeat thread on the remote node (Figure 2)). Since this heartbeat sends periodic heartbeat beats from rexec to rexec, if the network connection has failed, these send failures will be detected in a timely manner. Note that by interpreting network failures as failures which cause cleanup, we also cover the case where the rexec client is sent a SIGKILL signal which it cannot catch due to our user-level implementation. In this case, rexec exits, its TCP connections are closed, and this causes remote rexecd daemons to perform cleanup.

REXEC uses kernel modifications to ensure that remote resources are reclaimed when performing remote cleanup. Specifically, we wanted to address cleanup issues for remote processes, including those that fork arbitrary process trees.

---

3TCP keepalive packets were not an option due to excessively high timeout values on the order of hours and the inability to set timeouts on a per-connection basis.
and have multiple threads. In these cases, keeping track of the process ID of the root of the process tree and sending a SIGKILL signal to that process is not enough to perform cleanup. Other descendents of that process may still be computing. Thus, we added a new system call to specify the root of a process tree (and that all descendents of that process should inherit the fact that they are part of the same tree) and a system call to deliver signals to all members of that tree, regardless of changes in process group, intermediate parents exiting causing their children to be inherited by init, and so forth. When performing cleanup, REXEC simply sends a SIGKILL to all processes in the logical tree, which results in all resources for all threads/processes in the process tree to be freed up. (Note also that we modified the wait system call to deal with process trees so a remote thread waiting for the remote process to exit does not return until all processes in the logical tree have exited.)

3.6 Parallel and Distributed Applications

REXEC supports parallel and distributed applications by allowing users to launch and control multiple instances of the same program on multiple nodes and by providing a set of hooks that allow parallel runtime environments to be built. Starting #nodes instances of the same program is accomplished by adding a -n #nodes switch to the rexec client program which allows the user to specify a program should be run on #nodes nodes of the cluster.

The hooks we provide for runtime environments are a fairly minimal set. Each remote process has four environment variables set by REXEC: REXEC_GPID, REXEC_PAR_DEGREE, REXEC_MY_VNN, and REXEC_SVRS. REXEC_GPID is a globally unique identifier for a particular execution of a user’s application. It is implemented as a 64-bit concatenation of the 32-bit IP address of the interface the rexec client uses to communicate with rexed and the local 32-bit process ID of the rexec client. REXEC_PAR_DEGREE is a 32-bit integer which specifies the number of nodes the application is running on. Within an n node program, REXEC assigns an ordering on the nodes from 0 to REXEC_PAR_DEGREE - 1. On each node, REXEC_MY_VNN specifies the position of that node in that ordering. Finally, REXEC_SVRS contains a list of REXEC_PAR_DEGREE hostnames (or IP addresses) for each of the nodes the user’s application is running on.

Using these four environment variables, a parallel runtime environment, for example, would have enough information to identify which nodes should work on various parts of a dataset and to use whatever means employed to discover network addresses of peer endpoints. An example of how REXEC’s parallel and distributed application support is used in practice is given in Section 4.2, where we discuss an REXEC-based MPI runtime.

3.7 Authentication and Encryption

REXEC provides user authentication and encryption of all communication between rexec clients and rexed daemons. More specifically, REXEC uses the SSLeay version 0.9.0b implementation of the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol [10] for authentication and encryption of all TCP connections between these entities. Each user has a private key, encrypted with 3DES, and a certificate containing the user’s identity and a public key that is signed by a well-known certificate authority who verifies user identities. In our system, we use a single trusted certificate authority for certificate signing and use user names as identifiers in certificates.

Each time a user wants to run an application using REXEC, the user invokes the rexec client on the command line and types in a passphrase which decrypts the user’s private key. The system then performs a handshake between the rexec client and rexed, negotiates a cipher, uses a Diffie-Hellman key exchange to establish a session key, uses RSA to verify that the user’s certificate was signed by the trusted certificate authority, and checks that the username in the certificate exists and that it matches that of corresponding local user ID that was propagated from the rexec client. Once the user’s identity has been established, all communication over the corresponding TCP connection is encrypted with 3DES using the shared session key.

4 REXEC Applications

In this section, we present three examples of how REXEC has been applied to provide remote execution facilities to applications. In the first example, we describe how the REXEC system is used in its basic form to provide remote execution for parallel and sequential jobs. In the second example, we describe an MPI implementation using a fast communication layer on Myrinet that uses REXEC as its underlying remote execution facility. Finally, in the third example, we provide an example of how REXEC has been extended to provide remote execution on Berkeley’s Millennium cluster which uses market-based resource management techniques [6].
4.1 Parallel and Sequential Jobs

The rexec client provides the minimal amount of support needed to transparently run and control parallel and sequential programs on a cluster. Users run the rexec client as follows: `rexec -n #nodes progname arg1 arg2 .. argn`, where #nodes is the number of nodes the program should be executed on and progname arg1 arg2 .. argn is the command line the user would type to run program progname with arguments arg1, arg2, .., argn on a single node. Node selection is done through use of vexecd daemons by specifying a list of suitable vexecd daemons through the VEXEC environment variable. Alternatively, if the user wants to run an application on a specific set of nodes, the user can set the REXEC environment variable. A non-null REXEC environment variable always takes precedence over VEXEC.

Parallel and distributed programs can be launched using the basic rexec client. It is responsibility of runtime layers or the application to make use of REXEC’s environment variable support for parallel and distributed programs to decide how data and computation should be partitioned and how communication between processes is established.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3:** Measured execution time to run a null parallel program with REXEC as a function of number of nodes. This graph shows the measured execution time of a parallel program that starts and immediately exits on multiple nodes of the cluster. The measurements illustrate the basic costs associated with running jobs through the REXEC system. The start-up and cleanup cost for running a single node program with REXEC is 158 ms. As the number of nodes increases, total execution time scales linearly with an average per-node cost of 42.8 ms. (Note that we have not aggressively pursued optimizations so absolute performance numbers can still be improved.)

4.2 MPI/GM on Myrinet

Using REXEC’s basic hooks for parallel and distributed programs, we have modified Myricom’s MPI implementation over the GM (MPI/GM) fast communication layer [17] to use REXEC as its underlying remote execution mechanism. The original version of MPI/GM was configured by default to use rsh with static node/port number configuration files for remote execution to each node. With our modifications, users are able to run MPI programs on the cluster with GM while obtaining all the benefits of the REXEC system. Running an MPI program on multiple nodes is no different from running a normal application using REXEC. Two practical examples of problems we solve are elimination of static host configuration files and elimination of GM ports conflicts due to straggler processes, a problem which was immediately evident once we tried to use C-c to kill an MPI/GM program.

Modifying the MPI ADI layer to use REXEC required mapping REXEC environment variables to MPI variables and addressing port (communication endpoint) naming issues. MPI, like other parallel runtime environments, provides a set of library functions that allow each process in a program to obtain the total number of processes in the program and that process’s unique ID according to some naming of those processes. These variables are most often used to decide how data or computation should be partitioned amongst multiple processes in a parallel program. For MPI/GM, these
variables are the MPI size and rank and they are easily set for each process by simply setting them to the values of the REXEC_PAR_DEGREE and REXEC_MY_VNN environment variables.

In MPI/GM, each process uses a single port to communicate with all other processes in the program. Each node, or more specifically each Myrinet LANAi4 network interface card, can support up to seven user ports ranging from 0 to 6. A port address is a combination of a hostname and an integer port number. The default configuration for MPI/GM relies on each user having a configuration file which specifies which port number is used by each process in the user’s MPI program. With multiple programs running on the cluster, though, this manual configuration forces the user to deal with port name conflicts due to other programs competing for and using the same GM resources.

We solved the naming problem by first extending the GM library to support a function that binds to any free GM port and returns that port number to the application. This allows us to avoid having to explicitly specify port numbers. However, doing this now meant that each process in unaware of which port numbers its peer processes are bound to. Thus, the next thing we did was to allow peer processes to exchange names through bind and lookup operations on enameserver, a centralized nameserver used in the Berkeley NOW project. To do this, we took advantage of the two remaining environment variables, REXEC_GPID and REXEC_SVRS. The nameserver allows processes to bind (key, value) pairs and do to value lookups based on keys. We use the concatenation of REXEC_GPID and a process’s rank separated by a ‘:’ for keys. Because REXEC_GPID is unique throughout the system, this ensures that a n node program uses n unique keys. For values, we use the GM port numbers returned from the port creation function we added. Upon binding a (key, value) pair for its port, each process does a lookup on port numbers for each of its peers. The results of these lookups are then saved and used later for communication.

### 4.3 Computational Economy

As part of the Berkeley Millennium Project, we have extended the REXEC remote execution environment to operate in the context of a market-based resource management system. In this system, users compete for shared cluster resources in a computational economy where nodes are sellers of computational resources, user applications are buyers, and each user sets a willingness to pay for each application based on the personal utility of running it. By managing resources according to personal value, two key benefits are obtained. First, by allocating resources based on willingness to pay, the cluster can optimize for overall user satisfaction as opposed to system-centric global performance metrics (e.g., mean job completion time) which ignore personal user valuations of the resources. Second, by using a pricing system to mediate access to the resources, the system can provide the proper incentives for users to use the system in a socially responsible way. We hypothesize that market-based sharing can deliver significantly more value to users than traditional approaches to resource management.

To support a computational economy, we extended the REXEC system in three ways. First, we added a new command line switch (-r maxrate) to the rexec client to specify the maximum rate, expressed in credits per minute, the application is willing to pay for CPU time. Using this switch, users express the personal of CPU time to their applications as a maximum rate their application is willing to pay for CPU time. Second, rexed was modified to to use an economic front end (a collection of functions that implement the CPU market) which performs proportional-share CPU allocation using a stride scheduler [28] and charging of user accounts for CPU usage. This ensures that applications run through REXEC compete for CPU time through the computational economy. Third, we modified rexed to include in its announcement packets the current aggregate willingness to pay of all REXEC applications competing for its resources. By augmenting the announcement packets with this information, this allows vexecd daemons to implement policies that involve CPU price (e.g., find the n nodes with the lowest price).

### 5 Related Work

Research efforts in remote execution environments for clusters have been going on for over a decade. Each has succeeded in addressing and to various extents solving different subsets of the key problems in remote execution systems. None of these systems, however, has addressed the range of problems that REXEC does. Built on previous work and practical experience with a large-scale research cluster, REXEC addresses a wide range of practical needs while providing useful features which address important issues such as error handling and cleanup, high availability, and dynamic cluster configuration. To accomplish its goals, REXEC is implemented at user-level on a commodity operating system with small modifications to the OS kernel. Such an approach is an example of one of three distinct implementation strategies: (i) user-level approaches (ii) modification of existing operating systems, and (iii) completely new distributed operating systems.

GLUnix [11], SCore-D [13], Sidle [14], Butler [18], HetNOS [4], and Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [30] are examples of user-level implementations. Compared to REXEC, each of these systems implements a subset of REXEC's
features. GLUnix and Score-D, for example, are the only two systems in the list that support parallel programs. However, both of them also rely on centralized control and manually updated cluster configuration. Butler and LSF support different forms of replicated discovery and selection. However, neither supports an error and cleanup model as extensive as REXEC or strong authentication and encryption. One notable feature that has been implemented in some of these systems which REXEC currently does not support is a programmatic interface to the system. GLUnix, Butler, HetNOS, and LSF, for example, allow users to write applications which link with a C library of remote execution related functions. Using this model, applications such as a shell which automatically decides whether to execute a job locally or remotely have been developed.

MOSIX [3], NEST [1], COCANET Unix [23], and Solaris MC [15, 24] are examples of modifying and extending an existing operating system. Again, each of the systems supports only a subset of REXEC’s features. NEST, for example, supports transparent remote execution but does not support features such as dynamic cluster membership or parallel and distributed application support. MOSIX, for example, provides transparent remote execution but does so in a fairly limited context which is mainly targeted for load balancing amongst a set of desktop machines to exploit idle time. One notable feature supported by MOSIX which REXEC currently does not support is process migration. Mechanisms to implement it, however, are well-known [8, 16, 21, 27] in both user-level and kernel-level implementations and under various constraints. Another notable difference between REXEC and these kernel-level implementations is the degree of transparency in the remote execution system. Kernel-level implementations can achieve greater levels of transparency than user-level approaches. Solaris MC, for example, implements a true single system image with real global PIDs, a global /proc filesystem, and a global cluster-wide filesystem.

Sprite [20], V [25, 27], and LOCUS [29] are examples of completely new distributed operating systems which support transparent remote execution. Like the other systems described, these distributed operating systems also support only a subset of REXEC’s features. V, for example, supports a publish-based, decentralized state announcement scheme very much like REXEC. On the hand, V does not support parallel applications, does not support flexible selection policies, nor does it implement strong authentication and encryption. Like MOSIX, all three of these systems support process migration which REXEC currently does not implement. In addition, like the kernel-level implementations previously described, these new operating systems also achieve greater levels of transparency due to implementations at the operating system level and, in the case of Sprite and LOCUS, cluster-wide filesystems.

6 Conclusion

To bring clusters of computers into the mainstream as general-purpose computing systems, better facilities are needed for transparent remote execution of parallel and sequential applications. While much research has been done in the area of remote execution, much of this work remains inaccessible for clusters built using contemporary hardware and operating systems. To address this, we designed and implemented a new remote execution environment called REXEC. Building on previous work in remote execution and practical experience with the Berkeley NOW and Millennium clusters, it provides decentralized control, transparent remote execution, dynamic cluster configuration, decoupled node discovery and selection, a well-defined failure and cleanup model, parallel and distributed program support, and strong authentication and encryption. The system is implemented and is currently installed on a 32-node cluster of 2-way SMPs running the Linux 2.2.5 operating system. It currently serves as the remote execution facility for market-based resource management studies as part of the UC Berkeley Millennium Project.
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